Deadline Extended: Sign up by January 16 to run a Wikipedia assignment in Winter/Spring 2023!
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The deadline to sign up for a Wikipedia assignment in Winter/Spring 2023 has been extended! Submit your course by January 16 to ensure your spot in the Wikipedia Student Program! Visit teach.wikiedu.org to sign up and find out more.

You can also join us on January 10 at 9 AM Pacific for an info session on how you and your students can help make Wikipedia a more equitable and inclusive space. Click here to register.

When your students contribute to Wikipedia, their work might:

- Inform the world on a critical case going before the Supreme Court.
- Influence future research in a scientific field.
- Provide insights into the human side of climate change.
- Win an award for their Wikipedia work.

There are never any fees to run a Wikipedia assignment, and Wiki Education provides robust support to ensure that you and your students learn the ins and outs of Wikipedia editing. Only faculty teaching courses at post-secondary institutions in the U.S. or Canada are eligible.

Wikipedia is the world's go-to site for information. Help ensure that it's accurate, up-to-date, and truly representative of the "sum total of human knowledge!"
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